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Abstract - A new method based on the slope extraction of the 
total gate charge versus mask gate length from measured S- 
parameters is developed to determine effective channel mobility 
model parameters directly from submicron MOSFET’s. Since 
this method does not require a large test device, parasitic 
capacitance calibration, or the effective channel length 
measurement, it is simpler and more accurate than traditional 
methods. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Effective channel mobility (pen) is an essential parameter 
for the characterization, modeling, and structure design of Si 
MOSFET’s. The gate-voltage dependence of hff due to the 
variation of the transverse electric field becomes crucial 
information to understand a carrier transport property in the 
inversion channel layer and to obtain a SPICE MOSFET 
model for the channel mobility [l]. The value of hff is 
generally extracted at very small VDs using the following 
relation [2]-[5]: 

where Qin is the inversion channel charge (sin) per unit area, 
Weff is the effective channel width, and L,ff is the effective 
channel length. 

In order to increase the accuracy of Len, and to neglect the 
series resistance (Rsd) and the parasitic capacitance associated 
with overlap and fringe components (C,,), a very long channel 
MOSFET is typically used to extract hff [2]-[4]. However, 
the importance of the mobility extraction directly from 
submicron MOSFET’s has been emphasized, and several 
direct peff extraction methods have been reported [5], [6]. 
However, in the recent method of [5], Qin was approximated 
by the linear equation: Qin = COX(VGSVTH), yielding 

inaccurate results due to the poor approximation around the 
threshold voltage (VTH) and possible errors for extracting 
Cox. As another approach to determine Qin, a low-frequency 
split C-V method is widely used [2]-[5]. However, a very 
long-channel test device is still required and mobility 
extraction errors are generated by bias discrepancy between I- 
V and C-V measurements [4], [7]. 

Thus, an effective way to obtain the accurate Qin directly 
from a short channel MOSFET without these errors may 
utilize S-parameters measured in the range of gigahertz, but 
the complicated extraction for Leff and C, is still needed. 
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new mobility 
extraction method using the slope of the total gate charge (qS) 
vs. the mask gate length (Lmk). 

11. MOBILITY EXTRACTION METHOD 

The total dc resistance is expressed at very small VDs as 
follows [5], [8]: 

1 
PetiWcE Qin 

A =  (3) 

where AL (= k k  - L,ff) is the channel length reduction. Here, 
A and B are the slope and y-intercept of the R,,, versus Lmsk at 
a fixed VGS - VTH, respectively. As Lmsk varies, the threshold 
voltage is slightly shifted in short-channel MOSFETs. This 
short channel effect can be taken into account by fixing VGS- 
V T ~  instead of VGS in (3) [8]. 

Rearranging (3) and using qln = QlnWeffLeff, we obtain the 
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following equation [5]: 

Equation (5) does not suffer serious extraction problem 
related to the gate voltage dependence of Rsd, because it is not 
function of B. Because of this advantage, a total resistance 
slope-based method using (5) has recently been proposed to 
determine peff [ 5 ] .  However, the determination of Leff is still 
required and inaccurate extraction of Qin may be induced in 
submicron MOSFET’s. 

The value of qin in (5) is determined 
gate-channel capacitance (CGc): 

qin = CGC(V’)dV’ 
JOvGs-VTH 

From (5), we obtain the following equation for the measured 
total gate charge: 

9gt = CG(V’)dV’ = C p ( V ~ s - V ~ ~ )  + qin 
JOvGS-vTH 

where C and D are the slope and y-intercept of the extracted 
qgt versus Lmk at a fixed VGS-VTH, respectively. Here, the 
slope C is independent of Lmk, because the effect of the 
threshold voltage shift disappears by fixing VGS-VTH for 

by integrating the different Lmsk. 

From (9), we easily extract keff in the following simple 
expression : 

(6)  

(10) 
1 

The values of CGC can be measured at zero VDs using a C- 
V meter in the range of megahertz [2]-[5], but large errors 
associated with unavoidable pad capacitances [7], poor 
measurement sensitivity for low capacitance values, and 
difficult Leff determination may occur in submicron devices. 
To eliminate these problems, measured S-parameters are used 
to obtain CGC data in this work, because the de-embedding or 
calibration of parasitic pad parasitics is possible in GHz S -  
parameter measurements. 

Because series resistance components in a small-signal 
MOSFET model [9] are omitted in the very low range of 
gigahertz, the gate capacitance as a function of VGS-VTH can 
be measured using the following imaginary term of YI1- 
parameter converted from S-parameters: 

1 
CGWGS-VTH) = CGS+CGD = - Imag VI 1) (7) 

0 

The measured gate capacitance for all devices with 
different Lmk consists of the following components: 

CGWGS-VTH) = CP + CGC (8) 

In order to obtain qin accurately, Cp should be subtracted 
from CG. However, the accurate determination of Cp is very 
difficult in submicron CMOS technology. In addition, for 
obtaining pCff using (5), the extra knowledge for Leff that 
strongly depends on extraction methods [ 101 and gate voltage 
[ 1 11 is still required. 

Therefore, in this paper, the following new equation is 
proposed to avoid this difficult Cp and L,ff extraction. The 

This inverse-slope-product equation is not affected by 
errors of D generated in the extraction of C, and Leff, thus 
making the new method more reliable than the previously 
reported method [5] using (5). 

111. RESULTS 

Under common source-bulk configuration, S-parameters 
were measured in the gigahertz range on n-MOSFET’s of 4 x 
10 pm gate width with Lmk of 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2 pm [12], and 
pad and interconnection de-embedding was carried out using 
“open” and “short” test patterns [ 131. In this case, the same 
bias of VDs = 50mV as I-V measurements is applied to 
eliminate bias discrepancy errors [4]. 

The measured data and their best fit lines of R,,, vs. Lmk 
are plotted with varying VGS-VTH in Fig. 1, and these data are 
straight lines at fixed VGS-VTH. This indicates the 
independence of A on Lmk. Using (9, the measured values of 
4gt are determined by integrating CGC values obtained from 
(7) with respect to VGS-VTH. These qgt data are plotted as a 
function of Lmk at several fixed bias points of VGs - VTH, and 
the good linearity is observed in Fig. 2. The plot of q, versus 
VGS - VTH is also shown in Fig. 3 for various Lmsk. As 
expected by the theory, the 9gt data are linearly proportional 
to VGS-VTH. Fig. 4 shows slopes A and C extracted from best 
fit lines in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. By substituting the 
slopes into (lo), the gate-voltage dependence of perf is 
accurately extracted from this new method in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 1 .  The measured data and their best fit lines of Rtot for different VOS - 
VTH as a function of h k  at VDS = 50mV. 

A gate-volatage dependent curve of hff is modeled by the 
SPICE expression: 

By performing the best curve-fit of (1 1) to extracted peff, it 
is extracted'that U0 = 463cm2Ns, UA/ToX = 0.055 V I ,  and 
UB/ToX2 = 0.032 V-*. This modeled curve of hff agrees well 
with extracted data as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 2. The extracted data and their best fit lines of the total gate charge q, 
for various VGS - VTH as a function of Lmk at VDS = 50mV. 
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Fig. 3. The extracted data of q, as a function of VGS - VTH for various Lmk 

at VDS = 50mV. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We propose a new method for determining peff directly 
from submicron MOSFET's, using the slope information of 
9gt versus Lmk plot obtained from the measured S-parameters. 
Unlike conventional approaches, a very long-channel test 
device or the extra determination of Cp'and Leff is not 
required to extract the peR, thus making the new method 
simpler and more accurate. The SPICE mobility model curve 
extracted from a simple curve-fit process agrees well with 
measured data. 
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Fig. 4. The extracted slopes A and C as a function of VGS - VTH. 
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Fig. 5 .  The extracted bfi data from the new method using (1 0) and their 
fitted SPICE curve using (1 1). 
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